
The election and migration

The Conservative government since 2019 has let in too many people, mainly by
granting visas for legal entry. The Labour, SNP and Lib Dem opposition has
vigorously opposed some measures to clamp down on illegal migrants,  leaving
our borders poorly policed against small boat people trafficking. Labour says
they will control this better by setting up a unified Channel Border Force
under a  Commander which is exactly what the government  has already done
with limited success.

The main Opposition parties want an amnesty for all already here and want us
to take more people coming by new safe routes with visa grant when they come.
They have backed the U.K. government’s grant of large numbers of visas to
people from Hong Kong and Ukraine given the special circumstances there.

If the next government is serious about cutting the housing shortage,
tackling high rents and long NHS waiting lists it has to start with a major
reduction in total largely legal migration. No wonder we are short of homes
and doctors when we are inviting in an extra 750,000 people a year with more
than a million of new arrivals. Where the new arrivals are people without
wealth and needing a low paid job the strains on public spending and core
public services are obvious.

The Conservatives launched a new policy this year to cut migration by
300,000. That is a start which no other party is offering. It is not enough
yet to  tackle the large increase in demand for public services, homes and
utility provision that recent numbers  generate. The TUC should be on the
side of far fewer  visas to do low paid jobs here. We need to move to a
higher productivity economy where machine power and computers take more of
the strain.
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